Black History Month 2021 Booklist
February marks the start of Black History Month. See Sage Library’s book recommendations in our
booklist below. Click on the book title to access the ebook directly or search our online catalog for
more great reads. Physical books can be requested by submitting a form through our Ask a Librarian
service.
NEW Preaching Black Lives (matter)
By Gayle Fisher-Stewart
Prophetic imagination would have us see a future in which all Christians would be
free of the soul-warping belief and practice of racism. This collection of reflections
is an incisive look into that future today. It explains why preaching about race is
important in the elimination of racism in the church and society, and how preaching
has the ability to transform hearts. While programs, protests, conferences, and
laws are all important and necessary, less frequently discussed is the role of the
church, specifically the Anglican Church and Episcopal Church, in ending systems
of injustice. The ability to preach from the pulpit is mandatory for every person, clergy or lay, regardless
of race, who has the responsibility to spread the gospel. For there’s a saying in the Black church, “If it
isn’t preached from the pulpit, it isn’t important.”
NEW Mother to Son: Letters to a Black Boy on Identity and Hope
By Jasmine L. Holmes
"Wynn is my son. No little boy could be more loved by his parents. Inquisitive,
fiercely affectionate, staunchly opinionated, he sees the world through eyes of
wonder and has yet to become jaded by society's cruelty. I know he'll grow up
with stories of having been made to feel 'other' because of the color of his skin. I
want to teach him that, though life's unfair, he still has incomparable value in the
eyes of his heavenly Father. I know this wondrous little person has the potential
to change the world―and I want him to know it too."
In Mother to Son, Jasmine Holmes shares a series of powerful letters to her young son. These are
about her journey as an African American Christian and what she wants her son to know as he grows
and approaches the world as a black man. Holmes deals head-on with issues ranging from discipleship
and marriage to biblical justice. She invites us to read over her shoulder as she reminds Wynn that his
identity is firmly planted in the person and work of Jesus Christ, even when the topic is one as
emotionally charged as race in America.

NEW Bonhoeffer's Black Jesus: Harlem Renaissance Theology and an Ethic
of Resistance
By Reggie L. Williams
In this book author Reggie L. Williams follows Bonhoeffer as he defies Germany
with Harlem's black Jesus. The Christology Bonhoeffer learned in Harlem's
churches featured a black Christ who suffered with African Americans in their
struggle against systemic injustice and racial violence―and then resisted. In the
pews of the Abyssinian Baptist Church, under the leadership of Adam Clayton
Powell, Sr., Bonhoeffer absorbed the Christianity of the Harlem Renaissance. This
Christianity included a Jesus who stands with the oppressed rather than joins the oppressors and a
theology that challenges the way God can be used to underwrite a union of race and religion.
Bonhoeffer's Black Jesus argues that the black American narrative led Dietrich Bonhoeffer to the truth
that obedience to Jesus requires concrete historical action. This ethic of resistance not only indicted
the church of the German Volk, but also continues to shape the nature of Christian discipleship today.
Reading While Black: African American Biblical Interpretation as an Exercise
in Hope
By Esau McCaulley
Growing up in the American South, Esau McCaulley knew firsthand the ongoing
struggle between despair and hope that marks the lives of some in the African
American context. A key element in the fight for hope, he discovered, has long
been the practice of Bible reading and interpretation that comes out of traditional
Black churches. This ecclesial tradition is often disregarded or viewed with
suspicion by much of the wider church and academy, but it has something vital to
say. Reading While Black is a personal and scholarly testament to the power and hope of Black biblical
interpretation. At a time in which some within the African American community are questioning the place
of the Christian faith in the struggle for justice, New Testament scholar McCaulley argues that reading
Scripture from the perspective of Black church tradition is invaluable for connecting with a rich faith
history and addressing the urgent issues of our times. He advocates for a model of interpretation that
involves an ongoing conversation between the collective Black experience and the Bible, in which the
particular questions coming out of Black communities are given pride of place and the Bible is given
space to respond by affirming, challenging, and, at times, reshaping Black concerns. McCaulley
demonstrates this model with studies on how Scripture speaks to topics often overlooked by white
interpreters, such as ethnicity, political protest, policing, and slavery. Ultimately McCaulley calls the
church to a dynamic theological engagement with Scripture, in which Christians of diverse backgrounds
dialogue with their own social location as well as the cultures of others.

The Decline of African American Theology
By Thabiti M. A
In this book, Thabiti Anyabwile offers a challenging and provocative assessment
of the history of African American Christian theology, from its earliest beginnings
to the present. He argues trenchantly that the modern fruit of African American
theology has fallen far from the tree of its early predecessors. In doing so,
Anyabwile closely examines the theological commitments of prominent African
American theologians throughout American history. Chapter by chapter, he traces
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what he sees as the theological decline of African American theology from one generation to the next,
concluding with an unflinching examination of several contemporary figures.
NEW Bloodlines: Race, Cross, and the Christian
By John Piper
Sharing from his own experiences growing up in the segregated South, Pastor
John Piper thoughtfully exposes the unremitting problem of racism. Instead of
turning finally to organizations, education, famous personalities, or government
programs to address racial strife, Piper reveals the definitive source of
hope―teaching how the good news about Jesus Christ actively undermines the
sins that feed racial strife, and leads to a many-colored and many-cultured kingdom
of God.
Learn to pursue ethnic harmony from a biblical perspective, and to relate to real people different from
yourself, as you take part in the bloodline of Jesus that is comprised of “every tongue, tribe, and nation.”
NEW Make Change: How to fight injustice, dismantle systemic oppression,
and own our future
By Shaun King
As a leader of the Black Lives Matter movement, Shaun King has become one of
the most recognizable and powerful voices on the front lines of civil rights in our
time. His commitment to reforming the justice system and making America a more
equitable place has brought challenges and triumphs, soaring victories and
crushing defeats. Throughout his wide-ranging activism, King's commentary
remains rooted in both exhaustive research and abundant passion.
In Make Change, King offers an inspiring look at the moments that have shaped his life and considers
the ways social movements can grow and evolve in this hyper-connected era. He shares stories from
his efforts leading the Raise the Age campaign and his work fighting police brutality, while providing a
roadmap for how to stay sane, safe, and motivated even in the worst of political climates. By turns
infuriating, inspiring, and educational, Make Change will resonate with those who believe that America
can--and must--do better.
NEW Glory Road: The Journey of 10 African-Americans into Reformed
Christianity
By Anthony J. Carter
The ten men who have contributed to this book are often asked, "How did you
come to embrace Reformed theology?" With the recent surge in popularity of
Reformed theology in the broader evangelical world and the growing interest
among African-Americans, it shouldn't seem curious that more and more AfricanAmerican churchmen are embracing Reformed theology. But the question remains,
and Glory Road provides an answer, using personal accounts tracing their
conversion to Christianity, their introduction to and embrace of Reformed theology, and this theology's
effect on their lives and ministries. Ultimately, Glory Road is about the glory of God in providentially
bringing men and women to the truths of salvation.
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NEW The Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health
By Rheeda Walker
We can’t deny it any longer: there is a Black mental health crisis in our world today.
Black people die at disproportionately high rates due to chronic illness, suffer from
poverty, under-education, and the effects of racism. This book is an exploration of
Black mental health in today’s world, the forces that have undermined mental
health progress for African Americans, and what needs to happen for African
Americans to heal psychological distress, find community, and undo years of
stigma and marginalization in order to access effective mental health care.
In The Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health, psychologist and African American mental health
expert Rheeda Walker offers important information on the mental health crisis in the Black community,
how to combat stigma, spot potential mental illness, how to practice emotional wellness, and how to
get the best care possible in system steeped in racial bias.
NEW America’s Racial Karma: An Invitation to Heal
By Larry Ward
"I am a drop in the ocean, but I'm also the ocean. I'm a drop in America, but I'm
also America. Every pain, every confusion, every good and every bad and ugly of
America is in me. And as I transform myself and heal and take care of myself, I'm
very conscious that I'm healing and transforming and taking care of America. I say
this for American cynics, but this is also true globally. It's for real." So says Zen
Buddhist teacher Dr. Larry Ward.
Shot at by the police as an 11-year-old child for playing baseball in the wrong spot, as an adult, Larry
Ward experienced the trauma of having his home firebombed by racists. At Plum Village Monastery in
France, the home in exile of his teacher, Vietnamese peace activist and Zen teacher Thich Nhat Hanh,
Dr. Ward found a way to heal. In these short reflective essays, he offers his insights on the effects of
racial constructs and answers the question: how do we free ourselves from our repeated cycles of
anger, denial, bitterness, pain, fear, violence? Larry Ward looks at the causes and conditions that have
led us to our current state and finds, hidden in the crisis, a profound opportunity to reinvent what it
means to be a human being. This is an invitation to transform America's racial karma.
NEW Trouble I’ve Seen: Changing the Way the Church View Racism
By Drew G. I. Hart

What if racial reconciliation doesn't look like what you expected? The high-profile
killings of young black men and women by white police officers, and the protests
and violence that ensued, have convinced many white Christians to reexamine
their intuitions when it comes to race and justice.
In this provocative book, theologian and blogger Drew G. I. Hart places police
brutality, mass incarceration, antiblack stereotypes, poverty, and everyday acts of racism within the
larger framework of white supremacy. Leading readers toward Jesus, Hart offers concrete practices for
churches that seek solidarity with the oppressed and are committed to racial justice.
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NEW Liberating Black Theology: The Bible and the Black Experience in
America
By Anthony B. Bradley
When the beliefs of Barack Obama's former pastor, Rev. Jeremiah Wright,
assumed the spotlight during the 2008 presidential campaign, the influence of
black liberation theology became hotly debated not just within theological circles
but across cultural lines. How many of today's African-American congregationsand how many Americans in general-have been shaped by its view of blacks as
perpetual victims of white oppression?
In this interdisciplinary, biblical critique of the black experience in America, Anthony Bradley introduces
audiences to black liberation theology and its spiritual and social impact. He starts with James Cone's
proposition that the "victim" mind-set is inherent within black consciousness. Bradley then explores how
such biblical misinterpretation has historically hindered black churches in addressing the diverse issues
of their communities and prevented adherents from experiencing the freedoms of the gospel. Yet
Liberating Black Theology does more than consider the ramifications of this belief system; it suggests
an alternate approach to the black experience that can truly liberate all Christ-followers.
NEW Down Along with that Devil’s Bones: A Reckoning with Monuments,
Memory, and the Legacy of White Supremacy
By Connor Towne O’Neill
In Down Along with That Devil’s Bones, journalist Connor Towne O’Neill takes a
deep dive into American history, exposing the still-raging battles over monuments
dedicated to one of the most notorious Confederate generals, Nathan Bedford
Forrest. Through the lens of these conflicts, O’Neill examines the legacy of white
supremacy in America.
O’Neill’s reporting and thoughtful, deeply personal analysis make it clear that
white supremacy is not a regional affliction but is in fact coded into the DNA of the entire country. Down
Along with That Devil’s Bones presents an important and eye-opening account of how we got from
Appomattox to Charlottesville, and where, if we can truly understand and transcend our past, we could
be headed next.
NEW Why Didn’t We Riot? A Black Man in Trumpland
By Issac J. Bailey
South Carolina–based journalist Issac J. Bailey reflects on a wide range of
complex, divisive topics—from police brutality and Confederate symbols to
respectability politics and white discomfort—which have taken on a fresh urgency
with the protest movement sparked by George Floyd’s killing. Bailey has been
honing his views on these issues for the past quarter of a century in his professional
and private life, which included an eighteen-year stint as a member of a mostly
white Evangelical Christian church.
Why Didn’t We Riot? speaks to and for the millions of Black and Brown people throughout the United
States who were effectively pushed back to the back of the bus in the Trump era by a media that
prioritized the concerns and feelings of the white working class and an administration that made white
supremacists giddy, and explains why the country’s fate in 2020 and beyond is largely in their hands.
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NEW Making our Way Home: The Great Migration and the Black American
Dream, Sage Library E185.61 .I43 2020
By Anthony J. Carter
Over the course of six decades, an unprecedented wave of Black Americans left
the South and spread across the nation in search of a better life--a migration that
sparked stunning demographic and cultural changes in twentieth-century America.
Through gripping and accessible historical narrative paired with illustrations, author
and activist Blair Imani examines the largely overlooked impact of The Great
Migration and how it affected--and continues to affect--Black identity and America
as a whole.
Making Our Way Home explores issues like voting rights, domestic terrorism, discrimination, and
segregation alongside the flourishing of arts and culture, activism, and civil rights. Imani shows how
these influences shaped America's workforce and wealth distribution by featuring the stories of notable
people and events, relevant data, and family histories. The experiences of prominent figures such as
James Baldwin, Fannie Lou Hamer, El Hajj Malik El Shabazz (Malcolm X), Ella Baker, and others are
woven into the larger historical and cultural narratives of the Great Migration to create a truly singular
record of this powerful journey.
NEW Across That Bridge: A Vision for Change and the Future of America
Sage Library E840.8.L43 A3 2017
By John Lewis
In Across That Bridge, Congressman John Lewis draws from his experience as a
prominent leader of the Civil Rights Movement to offer timeless wisdom, poignant
recollections, and powerful principles for anyone interested in challenging
injustices and inspiring real change toward a freer, more peaceful society.
The Civil Rights Movement gave rise to the protest culture we know today, and
the experiences of leaders like Congressman Lewis, a close confidant to Martin
Luther King, Jr., have never been more relevant. Despite more than forty arrests, physical attacks, and
serious injuries, John Lewis has remained a devoted advocate of the discipline and philosophy of
nonviolence. Now, in an era in which the protest culture he helped forge has resurfaced as a force for
change, Lewis' insights have never been more relevant. In this heartfelt book, Lewis explores the
contributions that each generation must make to achieve change.
NEW Begin Again: James Baldwin’s America and its Urgent Lessons for Our
Own, Sage Library E184.A1 G554 2020
By Eddie S. Glaude Jr.
We live, Glaude Jr., in a moment when the struggles of Black Lives Matter and the
attempt to achieve a new America have been challenged by the election of Donald
Trump, a president whose victory represents yet another failure of America to face
the lies it tells itself about race. From Charlottesville to the policies of child
separation at the border, his administration turned its back on the promise of
Obama's presidency and refused to embrace a vision of the country shorn of the
insidious belief that white people matter more than others.
We have been here before: For James Baldwin, these after times came in the wake of the civil rights
movement, when a similar attempt to compel a national confrontation with the truth was answered with
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the murders of Medgar Evers, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther King, Jr. In these years, spanning from
the publication of The Fire Next Time in 1963 to that of No Name in the Street in 1972, Baldwin
transformed into a more overtly political writer, a change that came at great professional and personal
cost. But from that journey, Baldwin emerged with a sense of renewed purpose about the necessity of
pushing forward in the face of disillusionment and despair.
In the story of Baldwin's crucible, Glaude suggests, we can find hope and guidance through our own
after times, this Trumpian era of shattered promises and white retrenchment. Mixing biography--drawn
partially from newly uncovered interviews--with history, memoir, and trenchant analysis of our current
moment, Begin Again is Glaude's endeavor, following Baldwin, to bear witness to the difficult truth of
race in America today. It is at once a searing exploration that lays bare the tangled web of race, trauma,
and memory, and a powerful interrogation of what we all must ask of ourselves in order to call forth a
new America.
NEW African American Poetry: 250 years of Struggle & Song
Sage Library, PS591.N4 A37 2020
By Kevin Young
Across a turbulent history, from such vital centers as Harlem, Chicago,
Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, and the Bay Area, Black poets created a rich and
multifaceted tradition that has been both a reckoning with American realities and
an imaginative response to them. Capturing the power and beauty of this diverse
tradition in a single indispensable volume, African American Poetry reveals as
never before its centrality and its challenge to American poetry and culture.
One of the great American art forms, African American poetry encompasses many kinds of verse:
formal, experimental, vernacular, lyric, and protest. The anthology opens with moving testaments to the
power of poetry as a means of self-assertion, as enslaved people like Phillis Wheatley and George
Moses Horton and activist Frances Ellen Watkins Harper voice their passionate resistance to slavery.
Young’s fresh, revelatory presentation of the Harlem Renaissance reexamines the achievements of
Langston Hughes and Countee Cullen alongside works by lesser-known poets such as Gwendolyn B.
Bennett and Mae V. Cowdery. The later flowering of the still influential Black Arts Movement is
represented here with breadth and originality, including many long out-of-print or hard-to-find poems.
NEW Black Futures
Sage Library, CB235 .B595 2020
By Kimberly Drew and Jenna Wortham
What does it mean to be Black and alive right now?
Kimberly Drew and Jenna Wortham have brought together this collection of work—
images, photos, essays, memes, dialogues, recipes, tweets, poetry, and more—to
tell the story of the radical, imaginative, provocative, and gorgeous world that Black
creators are bringing forth today. The book presents a succession of startling and
beautiful pieces that generate an entrancing rhythm: Readers will go from conversations with activists
and academics to memes and Instagram posts, from powerful essays to dazzling paintings and
insightful infographics.
In answering the question of what it means to be Black and alive, Black Futures opens a prismatic
vision of possibility for every reader.
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